Data Entry Assistant
Allows the candidate to designate an assistant who can help maintain the candidate's eFile. The "Faculty Data Entry Assistant" may be any active faculty, staff, or student and can add to and edit data in any of the eFile sections for the candidate.

Copy as New
Functionality added to the following sections allowing an existing entry to be copied and used as a new entry.

- Student Instruction
- Student Sponsorship
- Professional Service
- Grants
- Membership

Bug Fixes and Miscellaneous Improvements
- Fix for Patents grid display width in the eFile Overview page. Corrects an issue with the display of patents.
- Fix for look up of Cooperative Extension faculty title codes. Ensures the system can evaluate multiple title codes and determine if a faculty member is CE faculty.
- Fixed an issue affecting removal of a Patent Contributor entry.
- Fixed an issue with the default display of Quarter and Year for Teaching Load and Teaching Releases.
- Added help text for Self-Statements
- Added help text for Patents